Welcome to Term 4!

We have a lot planned for the next 10 weeks. Final assessments for the year will commence soon in preparation for reporting.

A few dates to note:

Monday 20th October - Pupil Free Day
Wednesday 22nd to Friday 24th October – Camp Currimundi

Collect from home

Technology (for the gold bag/pouch) - belt, string, felt, pocket, off cuts of material to make the bag/pouch
Science

Three states of matter
• Revising solids and liquids
• Introducing gas

Exploring gases
• Describing safety considerations relating to matter
• Exploring everyday gases
• Investigating how gas moves
• Investigating the compression of matter

Investigating changes in state
• Investigating evaporation
• Investigating condensation

Demonstrating unit concepts
• Assessment: Investigating evaporation and explaining solids, liquids and gases

Gases in our world
• Investigating useful gases
• Researching greenhouse gases

Exploring colloids
• Investigating everyday colloids

Geography

Influence of people on places
• Characteristics of places
• Human characteristics of places
• Management of spaces
• Environmental characteristics of places

Geographical Challenges
• Natural hazards
• Floods
• Bushfires

Please note: Rainbow and Miami will study Geography in Term 4.

History

• Australian colonies in the 1800s
• Inquiring into the gold rushes
• Changes caused by migration to the gold rushes

Investigating the evidence
• Life on the goldfields
• Aboriginal peoples on the goldfields
• Chinese people on the goldfields
• Impacts of Chinese migration to the goldfields
• Impacts of the gold rushes
• Events leading to the Eureka Stockade
• Describing a significant person

Please note: Burleigh will study half of this unit in Term 4.

Technology

Students will be investigating gold mining equipment used by the gold miners during the Eureka stockade. They will design, make and appraise a prototype device to hold their gold easily and securely.

Homework

We will continue with our Homework as is currently set, however students are encouraged to try a range of spelling activities, different to those they’ve completed throughout Terms 1, 2 and 3. Maths Homework will also continue.

Facebook

Join us!!!

Search: Chatswood Hills State School (exactly as that). Our school logo is our profile picture.

Once you have found our page, please 'like' it. That way you will be able to receive any of our notifications. Please note, that in agreement with Facebook’s policy, no students from Chatswood Hills State School, will be added to this page.